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INTERIOR / 
EXTERIOR

SHEENMAX

APPLICATION BY

Stir the can well before use. Do not apply when ambient temperature is below 10 °C or if the temperature drops  to that level
within next 4 hrs. from the time of application. In order to get effective performance, avoid application during high humidity,
rainy and dusty weather conditions. For better performance, use the diluted paint within �� hrs.

PRECAUTIONS 

BENEFITS

SURFACE
PREPARATION

Ensure that the surafce to be painted is perfectly cured, dry, free from any cracks, contamination, moisture, algae, fungus etc.
For Interiors, surface should ideally be prepared using PRIMIN PLUS/PRIMIN followed by PREMIUM ACRYLIC PUTTY followed by
a coat of PRIMIN PLUS/PRIMIN. For exterior concrete, surface should ideally be prepared using mechanical wire brush and for
plastered surface, manual sanding should be done followed by cleaning and followed by a coat of PRIMEX PLUS/PRIMEX. Clean
the surface well before top coat application.                                                                              

TREATMENT OF
CRACKS 

TYPICAL
RECOMMENDED 
PAINT SYSTEM 

For INTERIORS
1 x coat PRIMIN PLUS/PRIMIN  2 x coats PREMIUM
ACRYLIC PUTTY  2 x coats SHEEN MAX (for a better �nish,
a coat of primer by roller after 2nd coat putt is advisable)
For EXTERIORS
1 x coat PRIMEX PLUS/PRIMEX 2 x coats SHEEN MAX
(for a better protection, additional coat of SHEEN MAX 
is recommended over horizontal surfaces.

SHEENMAX is a very unique and specialised high sheen product designed to be used for interiors and
exteriors. Perfect blend of acrylic binder and quality pigments delivers resistance against water, UV,
humidity etc. which helps in offering excellent performance properties and hence the durability.
Product when used exteriors, offers good resistance to algae. When used over interior walls,
SHEENMAX would offer a very �ne and smooth �nish. 

IDEAL FOR Interior Cement /Gypsum Plaster, Gypsum Board, Concrete Surfaces,
Exterior Cement Plaster/Concrete

Open the cracks in 'V' shape using mechanical
cutter and clean well. Apply primer using brush
and allow it to dry as recommended. Fill the
cracks using appropriate Crack Filler,
repeat application if required. 

RECOMMENDED
DILUTION

Stir the paint well. Dilute
the paint using potable
water at the ratio � Ltr
paint + ��� ml water.

INDICATIVE
COVERAGE

Interiors: 130 - 160 Sq.ft./Ltr/Coat 
Exteriors: 100 - 110 Sq.ft./Ltr/Coat
(As the coverage depends upon several
factors, we advise to con�rm the coverage
by actual application over desired surface)

FINISH Smooth with high sheenCOLOUR As per Shade card and fandek

Interior Exterior High Sheen Emulsion

BrushRoller
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Low VOC - A Green Concept Product
Algae, water, humidity resistant
Excellent durability
Washable, Very attractive sheen 

All season product 
Rich �nish
Wide range of colours 

OVERCOATING TIME 

4 - 6 hrs.
at 30 °C

500 ml 
water

1 ltr

Airless Spray

PACKING 
1 ltr 4 ltr 10 ltr 20 ltr

3 years if kept in original airtight container in upright position in a covered place.  

Store the airtight container in a cool, dry and covered place away from sunlight. Keep it away from children and eatables. 
Do not swallow. Get medical attention immediately if swallowed. Protect eyes during \handling, application etc. In case of 
eye or skin contact,  rinse the eyes immediately with potable water and remove the paint over skin using soap and water. 
Wear suitable masks to avoid inhaling. Do not spill the paint in drain or in water bodies. 

SHELF LIFE

SAFETY
FEATURES


